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Takeaways
►

Organizations are increasing reliance on third party
information technology services. Examples include:
► Cloud Computing
► Data backup

► Operating partners

►

►
►

Unless cyber security requirements are identified and
communicated, organizations have little reason to believe
their needs will be met
You can’t outsource risk to your organization
Cyber security SLAs can help reduce risk to your organization
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Audience Poll
1.

2.

3.

4.

Does your organization document specific security
objectives in agreements with third parties?
Does your organization include measures of cybersecurity
performance in third party agreements?
Does your organization monitor compliance with security
objectives in agreements with third parties?
Is cybersecurity performance considered when selecting
third parties?
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Agenda
►
►
►

Consequences of Losing Control
State of the Practice
A Better Cyber Service Level Management Process
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When Control is Lost
“One caveat of outsourcing is that you can outsource
business functions, but you cannot outsource the risk and
responsibility to a third party. These must be borne by
the organization that asks the population to trust they will do the
right thing with their data.”
►

-Verizon 2012 Data Breach Investigations Report
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When Control is Lost
►

Why you should care about granting control of your data to
service providers
► Selected breach incidents
►
►
►
►
►

New York State Electric and Gas (2012)
California Department of Child Support Services (2012)
Thrift Savings Plan (2012)
Epsilon (2011)
Silverpop (2010)
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Data Breach Liability
►
►
►
►

An increasingly contentious issue in outsourcing
Providers are looking to significantly limit liability
Damage to brand and reputation can far exceed the
compensation
Clients are pushing for more specificity in security processes
operated by the service provider
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Risks in Dependencies
►

Reliance on third parties means a potential loss of control
► Reduced visibility into how your data is
►
►
►

►

Stored
Accessed
Transmitted

The ownership of information security risk remains with you
► This risk can be managed
►
►

Service Level Agreements
Robust management processes
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State of Cyber SLAs – Field Research
Does your organization
document security
objectives in agreements
with third parties?
41%
59%

Does your organization
include measures of
security performance in
agreements?
No
Yes

Does your organization
monitor compliance to
security objectives in
agreements?

41%
59%

No
Yes

Is cybersecurity
performance considered
when selecting third
parties?
26%

47%

53%

No
Yes

No
Yes
74%
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Standard SLAs…
►
►
►
►

… frequently indemnify the provider to the greatest extent
possible, limiting the provider's exposure.
…often lack specific cyber security measures, apart from
availability metrics
…usually place the burden of detecting and reporting failures
on the customer
“SLAs are not about increasing availability; their purpose is to
provide the basis for post-incident legal combat.1”
► Compensation paid for service failure is connected to the cost of the

service, not to total losses
► Ex: a large retailer loses $50m in business, but compensated $300 for
the outage they experienced on Black Friday2
[1] [2] Bernard Golden, CIO.com, 09 November, 2011
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SLA Restitution
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Azure
Compute

Google Apps
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Bill affected
Credit filing
window
Other
comments
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10% if
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25% if <99

3 days
if<99.9
7 days if <99
15 days if
<95

5-100%

$1/15 min
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of bill

Future

Current

Current

Current

Future

30 days

1 month

30 days

30 days

30 days
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$ instead of
service permitted

Lisa Spainhower,”Cloud Provider High Availability", January 18, 2013 IFIP
WG10.4 Conference on Dependable Computing and Fault Tolerance, Tavira,
Portugal
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Examples of Cloud SLAs
►

Vague language:
► “Each party will protect the

other party’s confidential
information with the same
standard of care it uses for its
own information.”
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Best Practices in Cyber SLAs
►

SLA management practices auditors expect to find
► “Specific and enforceable stipulations in the outsourcing agreement

that activities performed by the service provider are subject to controls
and audits as if they were performed by the service user itself”
► “Inclusion of provisions requiring the service provider to monitor
compliance with the SLA and proactively report any incidents or
failures of controls”
► “Adherence to the service user’s security policies”
Source: ISACA IS Auditing Guide G4: Outsourcing of IS Activities to
Other Organizations
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Best Practices in Cyber SLAs
►

Guidance from NIST
► Advocates that a lifecycle approach be applied to the development

and management of third-party services
► Provides lists of key questions and factor categories for services
► Describes the “organizational factor” in service management

“
…In many cases, long accepted internal controls and business
practices that have developed over time due to natural business unit
divisions or regulatory requirements may have to be reconsidered when
an IT security service provider is engaged.”
Source: NIST Special Publication 800-35-Guide to Information
Technology Security Services
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Identify Cyber Requirements
►

Confidentiality
► Who has authorized access?

►

Integrity

► Who is authorized to make changes to the data?

►

Availability

► When does the data needed to be accessed?

►

Use service (mission) requirements to develop requirements
► Good:
►
►

Aligns with needs of the business
Can be a check against too much investment/expense

► Bad:
►

Potentially expensive to develop
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Ideas for Measures
►

►
►
►

Percentage of (successful, failed) access attempts on
confidential data by unauthorized (networks, users,
processes)
Number of incidents involving (successful, failed)
unauthorized attempts to export data
Percentage of inventoried confidential data accessed during
cybersecurity incidents
Number of incidents involving (successful, failed)
unauthorized modifications to confidential data
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Monitor Compliance
►
►

Use established and agreed measures to monitor the provider
Measure regularly, not just at the start and end of the
relationship
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Use the Results
►

Use measures to:
► Ensure your relationships continue to meet your business
needs
► Identify opportunities to adjust the cybersecurity controls
for the service
► Evaluate your cybersecurity investment and identify where
investments can change
► Select third party providers
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Conclusion
►

Organizations are increasing reliance on third party services.
Examples include:
► Cloud Computing
► Data backup

► Operating partners

►

►

Unless security requirements are identified and
communicated, organizations have little reason to believe
their needs will be met
Better cyber SLA needs to be developed, as a part of a
management process
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